We are fan-first thinkers, doers, and evangelists.

WE BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF THE FAN

Our philosophy is to approach our work through the lens of unforgettable fan experiences, blending strategy and creative to emotionally connect; understanding that when brands put fans first, everyone wins.

WHAT WE DO

Experiential + Event Marketing
Design + Fabrication, Mobile Tours, Show Production, Pop-Up Stores, Sponsorship Activation, Grassroots Promotion, PR Stunts, Product Launches

Talent Booking + Production
Music Talent, Speaker Talent, Comedy + Hosts, Culinary, Interactive Entertainment, Influencers, Event Production, On-Site Management

Entertainment Strategy
Talent Strategy, Product Placement, Branded Content, Digital Integration, Music Licensing

OUR CLIENTS

WWW.G7MARKETING.COM
WHY WORK WITH US

Access + Buying Power
We actively book and negotiate a high volume of sponsorship and endorsement deals with a wide range of talent, festivals, and sports properties.

Expertise
With a pulse on pop culture relevance and firsthand experience working with thousands of lifestyle properties, our program recommendations come backed with solid insights and industry experience.

Independently Minded
With no exclusive event or talent roster, we are completely agnostic and focused on delivering the best client solutions.

Collaborative Partner
Let us be a complement to your team. We are always open to work directly with your internal teams or other agencies of record to develop solutions that can be fully integrated across your entire marketing mix.

SAY HELLO

PHONE
615.988.3419

EMAIL
connect@g7marketing.com

OFFICE
801 18th Avenue South
Nashville, TN 37203

SIGN UP FOR
NEW NEWS + TUNES

FOLLOW US: 

G7 Entertainment Marketing is a part of Project Worldwide, an independent network in service of creativity.